MQF HAI Subcommittee Meeting

Time: Monday, June 24, 2013, 9:30-11

Place: MQF/Dirigo; 211 Water Street, Augusta, Maine

AGENDA

1) Introduction of Members All

2) Review of Charge Karynlee, Peg, Stephen

3) ARRA funded State of Maine HAI Plan: Work accomplished (2010-2013) Peg Shore

4) State of infection prevention and control in Maine: data from Maine CDC & MQF Annual Report Peg Shore

5) 2013 work plan for Maine CDC: C. difficile efforts; Antibiotic stewardship, etc. Peg Shore, Stephen Sears

6) Interaction of agencies and professional societies: the HAI network Peg, Stephen, Karynlee

7) Setting next meeting date: September